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Abstract: Over the past decade we have seen a global increase in interdisciplinary sustainability
degrees. These degrees are relatively understudied due to their recent emergence. To better understand
the challenges and benefits of this type of coursework and learning experience, we must explore
students’ perspectives. Rarely explored from the student viewpoint are: (1) highly interdisciplinary
instruction that transcends more than four disciplines; (2) the potential effect of students’ incoming
disciplinary background. This case study seized an opportunity to gain insights and perceptions
from students across very diverse backgrounds within a shared interdisciplinary program. We
surveyed 61 students enrolled in a highly interdisciplinary degree (Master of Environment and
Sustainability; Monash University, Melbourne, Australia) and compared responses of students from
STEMM, non-STEMM and mixed incoming degrees. Students’ specific disciplinary backgrounds were
diverse, including physical sciences, engineering, marketing, business, fashion, law and education.
We used a mixed methods approach to analyze survey data. The dominant perceived benefits
of interdisciplinary training reported were: (1) career relevance; (2) expanded knowledge and
perspectives of sustainability issues; (3) confidence in envisioning sustainability solutions. The main
perceived challenges reported were potential confusion from rapidly upskilling into new domains
and disciplinary jargon. Interestingly, respondents in this case study viewed these challenges as an
authentic reflection of professional sustainability practice rather than a pedagogical issue. In line with
this, students showed a preference for pedagogical approaches that simulated real world scenarios
and developed career skills. Disciplinary background did not generally influence students’ views.
All students identified similar challenges, benefits and pedagogical preferences, with one difference.
Students from mixed prior degrees and non-STEMM disciplines showed a possible trend towards
valuing cross-disciplinary teamwork more than those from STEMM backgrounds. Overall, our
findings suggest that the diverse student cohort within the highly interdisciplinary sustainability
program of this case study generally viewed this mode of education as beneficial, career-relevant
and accessible. This case study may additionally encourage interdisciplinary educators from other
fields, such as health professions, to also include more diverse domains and student cohorts in
their programs.

Keywords: interdisciplinary education; accessibility; sustainability education; student perspectives;
postgraduate; STEMM; pedagogy; challenges; employability; teamwork

1. Introduction

Higher education has evolved from traditional siloed monodisciplinary approaches towards
more interdisciplinary instructional styles that synthesize knowledge, perspectives and values across
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curricula domains [1]. Interdisciplinary programs are becoming more prevalent in higher education [2,3].
For example, interdisciplinary education is increasingly common in health professions [4], big data and
cultural studies [3], and in sustainability education [5]. This case study focused on interdisciplinary
coursework in a sustainability education context. An interdisciplinary approach lends itself to the
multifocal examination of complex and intractable issues, such as climate change and water security.
It is also solution-focused, encouraging students to address complex social problems [6]. The main
aim of this case study is to explore students’ perspectives to better understand the accessibility,
experiences and perceptions of interdisciplinary coursework to diverse learners in a sustainability
context. Sustainability, or sustainable development, is often defined as “development that meets
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs” [7] (p. 43). Sustainability is an area featuring complex problems that span economic, social
and environmental spheres, typically without simple solutions [8]. There have been international calls
for the uptake of interdisciplinary education in sustainability and environmental fields for decades.
For example, the 1970s Tbilisi Declaration explicitly set interdisciplinary guidelines and goals for
environmental education [5]. Since then, environmental and sustainability education have become
some of the most well recognized interdisciplinary instructional fields today [9].

In spite of this upward trend, research has commonly neglected students’ perspectives and has
therefore left a gap in our knowledge of students’ perceptions, experience and the accessibility of
interdisciplinary instruction. Some concerns in the literature are that this mode of education may lack
clarity and add unnecessary cognitive burden on students. These concerns are typically expressed
from the academic perspective [9,10], though they also feature in limited literature from students’
viewpoints [11]. In particular, there are few studies of students’ perspectives of highly interdisciplinary
postgraduate courses fusing multiple disciplines. Very few studies have examined whether a student’s
disciplinary background affects their experience or perceptions of navigating four or more disciplines
(which we are terming a highly interdisciplinary experience), and is therefore a core focus of this study.

The present case study revealed that students from diverse disciplinary backgrounds perceived
a wide range of similar benefits of interdisciplinary sustainability training, including both expanded
and work-relevant skills and knowledge. In terms of potential added cognitive burden, students
did report possible confusion and challenges associated with interdisciplinary education at times.
These challenges were, however, viewed as positive and authentic steppingstones in preparation
for sustainability practice in future careers. Students reported it was important to gain skills and
experience in navigating different disciplines and complex issues. Overall, students from different
disciplinary backgrounds reported similar perceptions, except for possible differences in the value of
teamwork. This suggests that the common interdisciplinary learning approaches used in education
and employed in the degree that is the focus of this case study appear suitable for diverse cohorts.
Below, we provide more background on interdisciplinary pedagogy, outline the status of the existing
literature and key knowledge gaps, and introduce the highly interdisciplinary program explored in
this case study.

1.1. Interdisciplinary Pedagogy and Its Career Relevance

Interdisciplinary pedagogy has many definitions depending on the educational context, however,
the deep integration of knowledge and ideas across disciplines is a typical feature [1]. For the
purposes of this case study, we are using the term “highly interdisciplinary” as distinct from
less integrative “multidisciplinary” or “multisubject” approaches (more common in liberal arts
degrees, for example), which are not explored here. Interdisciplinary pedagogy is recognized
as highly valuable in sustainability, as are the related transdisciplinary, systems thinking and
knowledge weaving approaches [12–14]. Each of these integrative, pluridisciplinary approaches
aims to synthesize disciplines to varying extents for a more holistic and complex educational experience
and worldview [1,12,13,15]. Traditionally, relatively few interdisciplinary educational programs have
included the breadth of domains or length of training appropriate for deeply embedding these
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integrative approaches. This breadth and length are, however, necessary for students to better
understand multidimensional and interconnected sustainable development issues [16]. Instead, many
interdisciplinary orientated or soft skills programs have tended to be short modules embedded or
added onto monodisciplinary courses [17–19]. Dale and Newman [16] have indicated, however, that
the greater and deeper integration of a wider spectrum of disciplines can offer a more holistic and
career-relevant curriculum.

The interdisciplinary programs of today are becoming more complex in synthesizing and
integrating more disciplines. Many newer programs, such as that of the present case study, are far more
ambitious in integrating four or more domains or disciplines, including areas such as international
development, advocacy, leadership, science, governance, law and business. This is achieved through
the collaborative development of curricula across faculties and industries [20]. This ambition and
complexity in sustainability course design are necessary in preparing graduates for their careers.
Future sustainability practitioners working in authentic contexts, such as initiatives under the United
Nations’ (UN) Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) within corporate, UN agencies, government or
NGO organizations will require the knowledge and skills to collaborate across professional sectors and
national boundaries. Interdisciplinary pedagogical approaches that support sophisticated intercultural,
teamwork, negotiation and communication skills, as well as cross-disciplinary fluency are therefore
crucial [21]. The need for these graduate competencies is recognized by the UN and a range of
employers [5,21–23]. There are also more and more roles in nexus spaces, such as between science
and policy or business and government, that appeal to future leaders and are best supported by more
interdisciplinary curricula [23].

The merging of curricula in interdisciplinary teaching and learning in sustainability should aim to
develop students’ knowledge and skills to make informed decisions and expand their cross-sector
literacy for their future careers. Interdisciplinary learning often focuses on the development of
transferable so called “21st century” interpersonal and cognitive skills. These aptitudes should help
equip sustainability graduates to approach issues from complex social, economic and environmental
perspectives [6]. For instance, most graduates will require critical thinking skills to interpret,
integrate and synthesize diverse information from many sectors, evaluate social and ecological
crises using sustainability science or weaving methods [14], and form well rounded perspectives [5,24].
Sustainability graduates will often need to produce, synthesize and use different forms of evidence
and arguments for effective and ethical decision making. They must also communicate effectively
across different cultural contexts, with an appreciation for various types of evidence, worldviews and
stakeholder perspectives. Such learning outcomes are thought to be achieved through interdisciplinary
pedagogic tools, such as thematic teaching [1], experiential and active learning (i.e., problem- and
project-based tasks) [25–28], collaborative learning (i.e., teamwork and peer led learning) [25,29,30],
and reflection tasks [31]. Overall, interdisciplinary curricula and pedagogy endeavors to prepare
students for approaching genuine multidimensional global issues and professional landscapes [3].

1.2. Research into Interdisciplinary Education: What Are the Gaps?

While the argument for interdisciplinary education is clear, there are few studies that explore
interdisciplinary learning from students’ perspectives. This is particularly true of contemporary
interdisciplinary degrees that integrate four or more domains (e.g., policy, science, engineering
and business). These newer programs often meld many disciplines and feature the collaborative
co-development of curriculum across diverse educational teams. Most of the existing literature, however,
has focused on examining single interdisciplinary units embedded in predominantly monodisciplinary
degrees [18,19,32]. It is important, though, to also focus on highly integrated longer duration courses
and training since they have been touted as the future of higher education [3]. Students’ experiences and
perceptions of such training are little known. The lack of research on more integrated and multi-year
programs may in part result from their recent emergence as well as the complexity of exploring
students’ perceptions of such programs. The issue is that students may enter interdisciplinary training
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from a twider range of disciplinary backgrounds than usually seen in monodisciplinary settings [20].
Students’ experiences and perceptions of these integrated programs may, therefore, be wide ranging
and thus important to understand. As such, students may experience different individual and disparate
learning trajectories [33], and potentially glean very different meanings and learnings from activities
than their peers. Interdisciplinary educators and course designers therefore face a unique challenge, as
do those studying students’ experiences, perceptions and graduate outcomes.

The literature on students’ experiences and perceptions is lacking relative to institutional
perspectives [34]. Research into interdisciplinary education has often focused on educators’ perspectives,
institutional barriers and course design [35–38]. Indeed, it is important to investigate the mechanisms to
support collaborative cross-faculty course design. Students’ viewpoints should, however, also be central
since they are important educational stakeholders capable of providing insights into their experiences
and perceptions of integrated programs. Further, students’ willingness to actively contribute to
education is illustrated by student led sustainability projects and workshops in universities [39].
Students’ perspectives and learning experiences are routinely surveyed in health professions
education [40] and deserve the same consideration in sustainability contexts. Students’ voices
are especially important in interdisciplinary programs where educators must consider diverse cohorts
and many different learning trajectories simultaneously [33]. Students are also the beneficiaries of our
programs. As future sustainability leaders, students should have the opportunity to comment upon
their perceptions, learning experiences, accessibility of content and activities, career relevance and skills
development for making positive change in society. We further argue that interdisciplinary education
is an inherently collaborative practice. Scholars and educators can further embody this participatory
ethos by including student voices to understand how such programs are experienced and perceived.
The rare studies that have explicitly surveyed interdisciplinary students’ perceptions have typically
investigated relatively short-term programs, spanning a week to a year [17,34]. These studies often
look at secondary [34] or undergraduate contexts [19,24,32,41]. This interdisciplinary training is also
typically embedded or "bolted-on" within a larger degree or program and may only integrate two to
three disciplines. Students in such studies may therefore often come from a relatively monodisciplinary
background in comparison to some newer degrees. It is rare to find a cohort from a broad range
of distinct backgrounds to gain insights from different perspectives within a shared postgraduate
interdisciplinary program. Curriculum design and pedagogical studies are also typically biased
towards one domain, such as engineering, science or political science. More studies on students’
perceptions of highly integrated, longer duration postgraduate programs and the accessibility and
relevance to diverse learners are therefore needed.

1.3. Exploring Postgraduate Students’ Perceptions of Highly Interdisciplinary Sustainability Coursework
through an Australian Case Study

This case study explored the experiences and perceptions of students enrolled in a highly integrated
two-year coursework program, namely the Master of Environment and Sustainability (MES; Monash
University, Melbourne, Australia). This degree was co-developed across six disciplines in 2017 and
innovatively integrates arts, science, sustainable development, business and economics, international
development, governance and policy. The MES is aligned to all 17 SDGs [42] and provided a valuable
opportunity for exploring the perceived benefits and challenges of a newer style of more complex and
highly integrated co-developed curriculum. Since the MES melds many disciplines, and extends over two
years, it may be that the challenges and benefits of interdisciplinary instruction become more apparent
to students than to those taking short or add-on programs. Importantly, the MES cohort is extremely
diverse, welcoming students from all undergraduate degree areas and 45 different countries. This case
study may therefore unearth more nuanced findings on diverse student experiences and perceptions of
interdisciplinary education and how students’ prior degrees may inform their perceptions.

The objective of this case study was to survey postgraduate students’ perceptions of highly
integrated interdisciplinary sustainability coursework. We aimed to explore diverse students’ views on
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the benefits, challenges, and pedagogies more common in interdisciplinary rather than monodisciplinary
curricula. We also aimed to understand whether students’ perceptions were influenced by their
incoming disciplinary background. Preliminarily exploring and mapping students’ perceptions
may offer educators more insight into how these new interdisciplinary programs are perceived and
experienced. Our findings may also support interdisciplinary educators from a range of fields, such
as health professions and engineering, to consider incorporating more domains and welcome more
diverse student cohorts into their programs. Our main research question was:

• How do postgraduate students perceive highly integrated interdisciplinary coursework?

To answer our main question, we explored the following sub questions:

• What are the dominant benefits perceived by students, and what is the perceived duration of
these benefits?

• What are students’ perceptions of common interdisciplinary pedagogical approaches?
• What are students’ perceptions of the dominant challenges?
• Are there differences in perspectives between students from different incoming disciplinary fields,

which may affect the accessibility of the coursework?

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Methodology

This case study used a concurrent mixed-methods design involving the collection and analysis of
quantitative and qualitative responses from a voluntary online survey. This approach was used to gain
an in depth understanding of students’ perceptions. Quantitative survey items were relatively easily
completed by participants and designed to optimize response rates [43]. Qualitative data added a more
nuanced understanding of the quantitative data and helped to triangulate quantitative responses [44].

2.2. Survey Design and Distribution

The unique survey used was informed by a range of previous studies and existing survey
instruments in the science and sustainability education literature [11,32,33]. The survey was largely
based upon a validated and commonly used instrument in interdisciplinary health professions
education known as the Readiness for Interprofessional Learning Scale (RIPLS) [45]. Quantitative
data were gleaned from five-point Likert scales (strongly disagree to strongly agree) [46]. Qualitative
data were collected from open response items [47]—for example “Please indicate the reason for your
response” to each Likert scale statement and “If you have any general comments or opinions on
whether there are any potential value or benefits to interdisciplinary education, please comment
here”. The survey comprised 26 items and took approximately 15–20 min to complete. The first
section of the survey collected demographic data (i.e., age, gender, professional experience and
disciplinary background). The bulk of the survey focused on students’ perceptions of the potential
value and benefits, pedagogical approaches and challenges of interdisciplinary education. The optional
survey asked students about their learning experiences and perceptions of interdisciplinary education
generally, rather than about the specific MES course or its subjects. The survey instrument was created
and distributed via SurveyMonkey (SurveyMonkey Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA). Students were invited to
participate via email, online announcements through a learning management system and social media.
All subjects gave their informed consent for inclusion before they participated in the study. The study
was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and the protocol was approved by the
Monash University Human Research Ethics Committee in May 2019 (MUHREC Project ID 20013).

2.3. Target Course and Participants

The survey was open to Monash University students enrolled in the MES. The interdisciplinary
curriculum of the MES was co-developed across the faculties of science, social science, business
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and economics as well as the Monash Sustainable Development Institute, with insights from other
fields. MES students take two explicitly interdisciplinary foundation units (i.e., Global Challenges
and Sustainability ENS5010 and Perspectives on Sustainability ENS5020), which is equivalent to a full
semester. While the MES is predominantly coursework based, students also take the equivalent of an
additional full semester in advanced experiential interdisciplinary capstone units. These capstones
offer students a choice between a research thesis, industry consultancy project, or an internship. Half
of the two-year MES curriculum is therefore wholly interdisciplinary. Additionally, the MES has five
specialization streams (detailed below). The specialization units themselves and elective options,
forming the additional year of the course, are also interdisciplinary but to a lesser extent.

Overall, the survey received 61 responses (the response rate was 27% with 230 students enrolled
in the degree). The sample included students in their first year (41%) or second and final year (31%)
as well as commencing students (28%). To highlight the diversity in the cohort, participants were
taking the following specializations (noting students can choose more than one): Environmental
Security (26%), Corporate Environmental and Sustainability Management (26%), Leadership for
Sustainable Development (26%), Environment and Governance (21%), and International Development
and Environment (7%), while 10% were still deciding on their specialization. Since this case study
focused on students’ incoming disciplinary backgrounds, differences between year levels and MES
specializations were not analyzed. Almost all students were studying full time (90%). Most respondents
had no prior interdisciplinary education before entering the degree (77%). Participants were largely
aged 21–25 years (54%), with a minimum and maximum age of 21 through to 66 + years. The sample
comprised more women (62%) than men, as seems common in sustainability programs [48].

The cohort was highly diverse in relation to many factors, including discipline, age and culture
as well as professional experience. This case study was chosen for this reason, given our focus on
diverse learners and their perceptions of interdisciplinary instruction. Differences associated with
age, cultural identity and professional experience were not assessed in the present study due to the
unequal sample sizes in the dataset for these subgroups. For demographic context, however, the
majority of respondents had between 0–5 years of incoming professional experience (75%). Professions
included academia, teaching, retail, construction, natural resource management, conservation, fashion,
architecture, communications, marketing, advertising, manufacturing, and engineering consultancy.
The sample also featured 18 different cultural identities from Australia (43%), India (16%), China (10%),
Bangladesh (4%), Mexico (3%), Taiwan (3%), Botswana (3%), Singapore (3%), Denmark (1%), Ecuador
(1%), Saudi Arabia (1%), Thailand (1%), Colombia (1%), Vietnam (1%), Brazil (1%), Sierra Leon (1%),
Malaysia (1%) and Pakistan (1%).

In terms of disciplinary background, students entered from previous degrees across STEMM
(science, technology, engineering, mathematics and medicine; 46%) and non-STEMM areas (humanities
and social sciences; 43%—e.g., history, geography, governance, law, economics and business). A smaller
proportion were from mixed incoming degrees (including double degrees), which spanned both STEMM
and non-STEMM fields (11%). A detailed breakdown of students’ incoming degrees is explored in
Section 3.4. To analyze any potential influence on students’ perceptions, students’ incoming degrees
were assigned to broad STEMM, non-STEMM and mixed categories according to the Australian
Standard Classification of Education [49] for the purposes of increasing statistical power.

2.4. Data Analyses

Quantitative data (Likert scale responses) were analyzed and presented as summary statistics,
including means, standard error and percentage of agree or strongly agree responses. We also used
a single-factor non-parametric analysis of variance (ANOVA) to determine any statistical differences
in responses to each survey item between students’: (1) broad disciplinary backgrounds (STEMM,
non-STEMM and mixed prior degrees); (2) gender (man, woman or non-binary/self-described). The
ANOVA significance threshold was set to 0.05 [50], and where necessary a paired sample t-test with
Bonferroni correction (to adjust for multiple comparisons) was used determine which demographic
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data were significantly different from each other [51]. Where no significant differences were evident,
data were pooled. There were no significant differences found between genders (and thus this element
of the study is not detailed). Further, generally no significant differences were apparent between
disciplinary backgrounds, with the exception of pedagogy as detailed in the results.

Thematic analysis was applied to the qualitative data (open ended responses) through open
coding of emerging dominant thematic nodes and sub nodes [52], using NVivo (QSR International Ltd.,
Chadstone VIC, Australia, Version 12.6.0, 2019). Common themes were distilled through notetaking,
reading and re-reading of each response. Students’ quotes are presented in the results with codes
that indicate the respondents’ diversity, including disciplinary background, gender, year level and
specialization in the MES.

3. Results

3.1. Perceived Benefits of Interdisciplinary Sustainability Education

As expected from a self-selected cohort, all respondents in this case study agreed that
interdisciplinary sustainability education is valuable and beneficial (100% agreement; n = 61). Of the
228 open responses to survey items on the benefits of interdisciplinary education, three general themed
perceptions emerged across responses from all incoming backgrounds, namely: (1) career relevance,
including cross-sector communication and collaboration skills (38%; n = 86); (2) cognitive benefits
including expanded worldviews, knowledge acquisition and diversification as well as critical thinking
(30%); (3) confidence in envisioning innovative solutions to address complex issues (29%; Table 1).

Table 1. Thematic analysis of students’ qualitative responses to survey items on the perceived benefits
of interdisciplinary education. General themes and their associated specific themes are presented.

General Themes Specific Themes

Career relevance
Cross-sector communication, engagement and collaborative skills
Appreciation of others’ professional roles and expertise
Networking and relationship building opportunities

Cognitive benefits

Deepened understanding of sustainability issues
Broadened perspectives and worldviews
Knowledge acquisition and diversification
Critical thinking skills

Sustainability solutions Confidence in envisioning innovative solutions to address complex
sustainability issues

Starting with career relevance, respondents from diverse disciplinary backgrounds cited the
perceived benefits of learning about interprofessional collaboration and synergies (21%), appreciation
of others’ professional roles and expertise (10%), and networking opportunities (1%). Illustrative
responses, from students from different backgrounds, included:

Having to learn to work with people from different backgrounds who have been trained in
different ways, and to lean on people with different expertise from me, has been valuable.
—STEMM, woman, second year, Leadership for Sustainable Development

Education with people from other disciplines—such as in the MES—puts you in touch with
people who may be able to help you in such a way in future, or who may know someone else
who may be able to help in future. —Mixed prior degree, woman, second year, Leadership
for Sustainable Development

[Interdisciplinary education] is like training for future jobs, because when we have to
work, we need to be a team member not an individual. —STEMM, woman, second year,
Environmental Security
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Students also reportedly valued learning about stakeholder and decision-maker engagement
(15%), encapsulated in the following responses:

In future careers [interdisciplinary education] could be a beneficial pathway to already have
an experience in dealing and working with a range of stakeholders. —STEMM, man, second
year, Environment and Governance

Exposure to people with different mindsets and experience allows learning how to negotiate.
—STEMM, man, commencing student

[Interdisciplinary education] makes people understand the evidence behind the critical
emerging issues and [helps us] guide policy makers to have an evidence based decision
making approach. —STEMM, man, first year, Environmental Security

A further 8% of these responses also articulated the benefits of developing communication skills
and fluency in a variety of professions, demonstrated in the following responses:

Learning to [communicate] with multi-disciplinary language helps building robust
relationships between professionals due to the mastering of comprehensive skills and
ability to engage multi-perspective conversation. —STEMM, man, second year, Corporate
Environmental and Sustainability Management

[Learning about] reading and writing for a large audience who may not be well versed with
the topic helps [you crystalize] knowledge and write about the relevant and important points
in a way that is understandable to all. —Mixed prior degree, woman, commencing student

Additionally, respondents cited a range of general perceived cognitive benefits (30%), including
broadened perspectives (18%), deepened understanding of complex sustainability issues (10%),
knowledge acquisition and diversification (8%), and critical thinking skills (5%). Representative
responses included:

Working with a range of people, learning from their experiences and engaging with diverse
perspectives could potentially enhance one’s ability to either narrow down or broaden their
horizon to understand the holistic picture. —non-STEMM, man, second year, Environment
and Governance

Most valuable was the big picture view of all the matters affecting sustainability in the world.
By understanding this, I can see where my part fits in a broader context. —STEMM, woman,
first year, Corporate Environmental and Sustainability Management

[Interdisciplinary education] has increased my horizons of thinking and given me tools to
get out of monotonous thinking and have developed ability understanding of sustainability
issues in multiple arrays. —STEMM, woman, first year, Environmental Security

Finally, students across a range of disciplinary backgrounds perceived that interdisciplinary
education would ultimately support them in envisioning innovative solutions to complex sustainability
issues (29%). This theme was highlighted in the following responses:

I will graduate as a professional that embraces diversity of knowledge and utilise this to
[analyze], articulate, construct and develop critical solutions to global challenges. —STEMM,
man, first year, Environment and Governance

Complex sustainability problems require complex solutions and it takes individuals with the
ability to consider several perspectives to come up with these solutions. —STEMM, woman,
first year, Environmental Security
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I am even more aware of the limitations of my discipline but also its advantages. I am able to
help find the linkages between two disciplines as well to solve the issue. —non-STEMM,
woman, first year, Environmental Security

[We] can use the advantages of various disciplines, complement each disciplines’ advantages
to achieve the best results, “one plus one is greater than two”. —STEMM, woman,
commencing student

The quantitative survey data below further supported these open responses (Table 2). Students
from all disciplinary backgrounds in this case study reportedly valued the perceived professional skills
and development afforded by interdisciplinarity. Specifically, students perceived that interdisciplinary
education would help them become more effective sustainability professionals (94% agreement;
n = 57) and develop important professional cross-sector relationships (93%). Students agreed with
valuing other tasks and experiences linked to employability, such as communicating with broad
audiences (96%) and working in teams (90%). The vast majority of respondents also agreed that
interdisciplinary education broadens students’ perspectives of sustainability issues (95%), encourages
critical thinking (94%) and deepens understanding of a range of disciplines and sustainability issues
(93%). Students further valued learning to identify others’ worldviews (91%) and challenging their
own personal worldviews (89%). Thus, knowledge and skills linked to employability, impact and
cognitive development appeared important to the respondents as observed in both quantitative and
qualitative data. Our preliminary statistical findings did not show substantial differences between
STEMM, non-STEMM and mixed prior degree backgrounds here.

Table 2. Students’ quantitative responses on the benefits of interdisciplinary sustainability education.
Table displays the mean and standard error (SE) of Likert scale values, the percentage of agree or
strongly agree responses in parentheses, one-way ANOVA p value comparing broad disciplinary
subgroups and the total number of responses (N) for each survey statement.

Survey Statement
Mean ± SE 1–5 Likert

Scale (% Agree or
Strongly Agree)

Disciplinary
ANOVA p Value N

Interdisciplinary education will help me communicate better
with other professions after qualification 4.15 ± 0.17 (96) 0.30 61

Sustainability issues ultimately benefit when people from
different disciplines work together 4.22 ± 0.18 (95) 0.43 61

Interdisciplinary education helps broaden my perspective of
sustainability issues 4.18 ± 0.18 (95) 0.35 61

Learning with students from other disciplines will make me a
more effective sustainability professional 4.13 ± 0.18 (94) 0.36 61

Interdisciplinary education helps me develop my critical
thinking skills 4.03 ± 0.18 (94) 0.59 61

Interdisciplinary education increases my ability to understand
sustainability issues 4.07 ± 0.18 (93) 0.22 61

Learning with students from other disciplines will improve
my professional relationships after qualification 4.03 ± 0.18 (93) 0.25 61

Interdisciplinary education helps me understand my own
discipline’s limitations 3.90 ± 0.19 (91) 0.24 61

Interdisciplinary education helps me think positively about
other disciplines 4.10 ± 0.18 (91) 0.28 61

Interdisciplinary education has helped me identify other
people’s worldview 4.07 ± 0.17 (91) 0.41 61

Interdisciplinary education helps me become a better team
worker 3.97 ± 0.18 (90) 0.62 61

Interdisciplinary education has challenged my own
worldview 3.89 ± 0.19 (89) 0.37 61

Notes: Likert scales were quantified as follows: strongly agree (5), agree (4), neither agree nor disagree (3), disagree (2)
and strongly disagree (1).
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In terms of the perceived duration of benefits, the majority of students in this case study felt
that these (expanded skills, knowledge and views, confidence in envisioning solutions and career
relevant benefits) would extend into their careers ahead (79%; n = 48), with many also citing these
benefits would have lifelong effects (75%). Most at least agreed that the benefits would generally last
throughout the two-year degree (59%). Thus, students’ perceived benefits of interdisciplinary learning
appeared to generally be viewed in terms of career outcomes and lifelong learning, at least for the
present case study.

3.2. Perceptions of Common Pedagogical Approaches of Interdisciplinary Sustainability Education

As in Section 3.1 on the benefits of interdisciplinarity, student views on pedagogy in this case
study were often discussed in terms of career development. Students from all backgrounds appeared
to value approaches that were seen as skills based and authentic to the professional landscape. Of the
50 open responses to survey items on pedagogy, students perceived value in three general approaches,
namely activities supporting communication development, critical thinking prompts and real world
simulations (Table 3).

Table 3. Thematic analysis of students’ qualitative responses to survey items on perceptions of common
pedagogical approaches in interdisciplinary education. General themes and their associated specific
themes are presented.

General Themes Specific Themes

Activities supporting communication development Group work and teamwork

Critical thinking prompts Reflection tasks

Real world simulations Project- and problem-based learning tasks

Firstly, students across disciplinary backgrounds reportedly appreciated pedagogic approaches
that developed communication skills, such as during team-working activities (16% of responses to
items on pedagogy; n = 8), with two representative responses noting:

In just one year, I have understood different perspectives in tackling the same problems,
and also how to deal with people coming from different backgrounds through effective
communication. —non-STEMM, woman, first year, Environmental Security

Learning to speak different disciplinary languages will help us reach across the aisle later in
life. —STEMM, woman, second year, Leadership for Sustainable Development

Reflection tasks were also generally perceived positively and featured in 12% of these responses.
Students perceived that reflections supported them to think critically about sustainability issues and
consolidate their learning, illustrated by the quote below:

[Reflection tasks] help you deepen your knowledge and challenge your point of view when you
rethink what you have learned. —STEMM, man, first year, Environment and Governance

A small number of these responses (1%), however, raised some doubts about the effectiveness and
authenticity of reflection tasks if they were assessed, with one student commenting:

While [reflection tasks] were a great way to engage with the unit, the fact that it was marked
meant that there were things expected of me to communicate, even when I may not have felt
them or understood that in class. —non-STEMM, woman, first year, Environmental Security

Real world simulations such as project- and problem-solving tasks were also commonly reported
as beneficial for deepening students’ concrete understanding of genuine sustainability issues (12%).
Representative responses included:
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[Real world problem-solving tasks] helped me realize that there’s no one right direction from
a specific discipline, but that it takes solutions from various disciplines to produce a holistic
answer. —Mixed prior degree, man, second year, Leadership for Sustainable Development

[Real world problem-solving tasks] simulate what we may expect in the professional working
space—non-STEMM, woman, first year, Environmental Security

Yes, the more ‘real world’ the better. You cannot diminish the complexity of the modern era.
—non-STEMM, woman, first year, Leadership for Sustainable Development

[Interdisciplinary education] is very relevant as this is the type of work that will be required in
our workplaces, and the skills will be useful not only in our careers but also in our social circles
and wider community. —non-STEMM, man, second year, Environment and Governance

Students’ responses to Likert scale statements in this case study supported and nuanced the qualitative
data (Table 4). It is apparent from the table that students reportedly valued interdisciplinary group
work (88% agreement; n = 45), real world problem-solving tasks (88%), developing team-working skills
(86%), and reflection tasks (73%). Quantitative data further indicated the perceived importance of mutual
respect and trust for effective interdisciplinary group learning (92%). Additionally, approximately half of
responses (54%) agreed that learning alongside students from diverse disciplines is the best way to develop
their communication skills. In contrast, peer led learning did not seem to be perceived as important as
other pedagogies, with just 30% of respondents agreeing they learn more about other disciplines from
their peers than from their educators. Students’ perceptions were seemingly uniform across STEMM,
non-STEMM and mixed incoming degree backgrounds, except in survey items on the value of teamwork
(see Section 3.4).

Table 4. Students’ quantitative responses on common pedagogy of interdisciplinary sustainability
education. Table displays the mean and standard error (SE) of Likert scale values, the percentage
of agree or strongly agree responses in parentheses, one-way ANOVA p value comparing broad
disciplinary subgroups and the total number of responses (N) for each survey statement.

Survey Statement
Mean ± SE 1–5 Likert

Scale (% Agree or
Strongly Agree)

Disciplinary
ANOVA p Value N

For interdisciplinary group learning to work, students need to
respect and trust each other 4.35 ± 0.16 (92) 0.41 51

Working in groups with students from other disciplines is
valuable 4.29 ± 0.16 (88) 0.04 * 51

Working on ‘real world’ sustainability issues helps me draw
connections between disciplines 4.33 ± 0.14 (88) 0.23 51

Interdisciplinary team-working skills are important for all
sustainability students to learn 4.26 ± 0.17 (86) 0.02 * 51

Reflection tasks help me deepen my interdisciplinary learning 3.84 ± 0.20 (73) 0.49 37
Communication skills are best learned with students from

other disciplines 3.58 ± 0.17 (54) 0.85 51

I learn about other disciplines better from other students than
from interdisciplinary educators 3.14 ± 0.21 (30) 0.18 37

Notes: Likert scales were quantified as follows: strongly agree (5), agree (4), neither agree nor disagree (3), disagree
(2) and strongly disagree (1). * Indicates significant difference.

3.3. Perceived Challenges of Interdisciplinary Sustainability Education

Within this case study, the perceived challenges of interdisciplinary training were as apparent to
students as the benefits. In total, 85% (n = 52) of respondents agreed that interdisciplinary education
presented potential challenges. Students’ 131 qualitative responses to open survey items on challenges
revealed general themes related to confusion during learning, as well as the benefits of these challenges
(Table 5). These responses appeared similar across students from different disciplinary backgrounds.
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Table 5. Thematic analysis of students’ qualitative responses to survey items on the challenges of
interdisciplinary education. General themes and their associated specific themes are presented.

General Themes Specific Themes

Language barriers Disciplinary jargon and lexicons
English language

Knowledge barriers Assumption of incoming prior knowledge
Rapidly learning new disciplinary knowledge, values and conventions

Other barriers
Adapting to new marking and assessment styles

Reconciling clashes of diverse perspectives

Benefits of these challenges Career relevance

The first perceived challenge was linked to language barriers and the confusion involved with
learning a range of disciplinary jargons and lexicons (17% of responses to items on challenges; n = 22).
Representative responses included:

I think the biggest challenge of interdisciplinary education is breaking down barriers including
communication and the ways in which each discipline approaches problem solving or aspects
such as research. —non-STEMM, woman, second year, Environmental Security

Each discipline has their own jargon. It can be difficult to understand each other if we don’t
break things down and explain them properly, especially when there are conflicts. —Mixed
prior degree, woman, second year, Leadership for Sustainable Development

English language barriers were also cited as a potential challenge for some students in a handful
of responses (1%). One student noted:

The [MES] course requires [an] excellent level of English for both speaking and writing to
understand some of the concepts and requirements. I have observed that this is difficult
for some students and impairs their ability to undertake the course but also their ability to
be effective in group work. —non-STEMM, woman, first year, Leadership for Sustainable
Development

The other main perceived obstacle was related to the differences in students’ level of relevant
incoming knowledge. This challenge was reportedly associated with confusion and difficulty in
rapidly learning new domain areas and associated values, methods and approaches (14%). Illustrative
responses included:

Sometimes some assignments require specialized knowledge. Or some courses even require
specialized knowledge on a certain topic. People may feel discouraged then. —STEMM,
man, first year, Environmental Security

It’s a sudden jump in the things which one has never thought/learnt before. It sometimes
becomes difficult to understand. —non-STEMM, woman, first year, Environmental Security

Sometimes [interdisciplinary education] is very confusing, as everyone has a different
background and a different understanding of environmental issues. —STEMM, woman,
second year, Environmental Security

Less common themes included difficulty in approaching different marking and assessment
conventions between units and disciplinary cultures (1%). Representative comments included:

Depending on which interdisciplinary [units] you choose, there may be big differences in
how coursework is marked . . . which may become confusing. —non-STEMM, woman,
commencing student, Corporate Environmental and Sustainability Management
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Speakers and educators from different disciplines do clash in their opinions that sometimes
leak into their teaching and marking attitudes. —Mixed prior degree, man, second year,
Leadership for Sustainable Development

A small proportion of these responses also highlighted potential difficulties in trying to reconcile
clashes of perspectives with others (1%). Illustrative statements included:

Issues can occur when the difference in perspective or beliefs [between students or educators]
are significant enough to create dissonance. —non-STEMM, man, second year, Environment
and Governance

Sometimes [it] is difficult to engage and communicate with people with another kind of
thinking. —STEMM, woman, second year, Environmental Security

Therefore, confusion with upskilling and cultural differences between disciplines in terminology,
assessment and pedagogy were perceived challenges for students within this case study. The findings
on upskilling were supported by the quantitative data, although the disciplinary cultural issues or
differences in perspectives were not as clear (Table 6). Approximately 26% of responses (n = 10) agreed
that interdisciplinary curricula assume too much relevant prior knowledge and may seem confusing
to students (21%). An additional insight was that 13% of students felt that educators did not clearly
synthesize disciplinary knowledge and ideas to assist with this confusion. Other less cited challenges
included the potential for coursework to seem uninteresting (5%), unnecessary (5%), less effective than
monodisciplinary education for learning problem solving skills (5%), and a waste of time (4%).

Table 6. Students’ quantitative responses on the challenges of interdisciplinary sustainability education.
Table displays the mean and standard error (SE) of Likert scale values, the percentage of agree or
strongly agree responses in parentheses, one-way ANOVA p value comparing broad disciplinary
subgroups and the total number of responses (N) for each survey statement.

Survey Statement
Mean ± SE 1–5 Likert

Scale (% Agree or
Strongly Agree)

Disciplinary
ANOVA p

Value
N

Interdisciplinary education assumes too much prior
knowledge 2.55 ± 0.18 (26) 0.60 39

I find interdisciplinary coursework confusing 2.54 ± 0.17 (21) 0.48 38
Interdisciplinary educators don’t make clear connections

between different disciplinary knowledge 1.95 ± 0.19 (13) 0.73 38

It is not necessary for sustainability students to engage in
interdisciplinary education 1.47 ± 0.11 (5) 0.52 55

I find interdisciplinary coursework uninteresting 1.58 ± 0.16 (5) 0.61 38
Sustainability problem solving skills are best learned within

my own discipline 1.71 ± 0.12 (5) 0.69 55

I don’t want to waste my time learning interdisciplinary
coursework 1.48 ± 0.10 (4) 0.63 55

I find interdisciplinary coursework irrelevant 1.32 ± 0.09 (0) 0.80 38

Notes: Likert scales were quantified as follows: strongly agree (5), agree (4), neither agree nor disagree (3), disagree
(2) and strongly disagree (1).

Encouragingly, many (44%) students, across STEMM, non-STEMM and mixed prior degree
backgrounds in this case study, responded positively to open survey items on the challenges of
interdisciplinary education. Respondents typically expressed that any obstacles were, in fact, rewarding,
necessary and valuable in emulating authentic professional environments in sustainability, and less to
do with the education design itself. Typical insights included:

Sometimes [I find interdisciplinary coursework confusing] but I don’t think that it’s
necessarily a bad thing. It’s challenging but rewarding. —non-STEMM, woman, second
year, Environmental Security
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You will inevitably have to interact and live within other domains than your specific study
field, you shouldn’t limit yourself. —STEMM, man, commencing student, Corporate
Environmental and Sustainability Management

It is precious to work with interdisciplinary cohorts to prepare one to work well in the
workforce, especially one who wishes to lead/manage organizations. —STEMM, man, first
year, Environmental Security

It can be confusing but learning to ask questions in class and in forums is part of the learning . . .
You have to be willing to be challenged and to want to do it. Otherwise another course may suit
others. —Mixed prior degree, woman, first year, Leadership for Sustainable Development

3.4. Few Significant Differences between Disciplinary Subgroups

Students entered the MES from a range of disciplinary backgrounds across STEMM (46%);
non-STEMM (43%); mixed incoming degrees (including double degrees), which covered both STEMM
and non-STEMM fields (11%). Specifically, students’ previous degrees included physical sciences (36%),
engineering (22%), social sciences (22%), marketing and/or communications (10%), business and/or
economics (9%), international development (7%), fashion (3%), law (3%), education (3%), and others (1%).

Overall, students’ perceptions of interdisciplinary education did not seem to vary significantly with
gender or broad disciplinary background (i.e., STEMM, non-STEMM and mixed prior degrees). It is
important to note, however, that differences may have emerged with a larger sample. The only exception
in the present case study was pedagogical approaches, specifically disciplinary subgroups’ teamwork
preferences. Table 7 shows that significant differences were observed in mean subgroup responses to
two Likert scale statements, namely “Working in groups with students from other disciplines is valuable”
(mixed prior degrees m = 5.00; n = 7, non-STEMM m = 4.47; n = 19 and STEMM m = 3.88; n = 25) and
“Interdisciplinary team-working skills are important for all sustainability students to learn” (mixed prior
degrees m = 5.00; n = 7, non-STEMM m = 4.53; n = 19 and STEMM m = 3.80; n = 25).

Table 7. One-way ANOVA analysis comparing broad disciplinary subgroups’ responses to the following
survey statements.

Survey Statement Sum of
Squares Df Mean

Square F p Value

Working in groups with
students from other disciplines

is valuable

Between groups 8.31 2.00 4.15 3.48 0.04
Within groups 57.38 48.00 1.20

Total 65.69 50.00

Interdisciplinary team-working
skills are important for all

sustainability students to learn

Between groups 10.44 2.00 5.22 4.27 0.02
Within groups 58.74 48.00 1.22

Total 69.18 50.00

Bonferroni post hoc analyses indicated that students from mixed prior degrees agreed significantly
more to both aforementioned statements than those from non-STEMM and STEMM groups. Considering
the small proportion of respondents to these survey items from mixed prior degrees (i.e., seven students),
this variance only suggests a trend and needs to be treated with caution. Additionally, students
from non-STEMM backgrounds showed some possible evidence of agreeing somewhat more to both
statements than those from STEMM backgrounds, though this difference was not statistically significant.
Larger and more equal sample sizes would have increased the confidence and rigor in the interpretation
of any significant or non-significant differences. Statistical datasets are available in the Supplementary
Materials. Figures 1 and 2 display boxplots of the spread of these responses per disciplinary subgroup.
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“Interdisciplinary team-working skills are important for all sustainability students to learn.” Likert
scale statements were quantified as follows: strongly agree (5), agree (4), neither agree nor disagree (3),
disagree (2) and strongly disagree (1). Boxplot shows the spread of values for students from mixed prior
degrees (m = 5.00; n = 7), non-STEMM (m = 4.53; n = 19) and STEMM (m = 3.80; n = 25) backgrounds.

Interestingly, these results contrast with findings of an aforementioned related survey item
“Interdisciplinary education helps me become a better team worker” in Section 3.1, where there
were no significant differences observed between broad disciplinary subgroups (p = 0.62; Table 2).
Taken together, these possible trends in disciplinary differences in students’ views on interdisciplinary
teamwork related to perceived value rather than perceived team-working abilities.
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4. Discussion

This case study explored the question of "how do postgraduate students perceive highly integrated
interdisciplinary coursework?" The results, discussed below, highlight that students from diverse
backgrounds within the MES perceived interdisciplinary training positively and relatively similarly,
at least based upon the sample. Our four sub-questions further explored the reasons why students
valued the coursework, why they might have perceived it to be challenging and which pedagogical
approaches they preferred. We also sought to understand whether students from different disciplinary
backgrounds experienced and perceived the coursework differently. In doing so, we aimed to provide
a preliminary insight into how interdisciplinary educators might optimize learning experiences for
students similar to learners in this case study, with potential broader value to other programs. In short,
the dominant benefits perceived by students were career relevance, cognitive benefits and confidence
in envisioning sustainability solutions. These benefits were typically perceived to last into students’
professional lives and foster lifelong learning ahead. In terms of interdisciplinary pedagogy, students
perceived this as valuable, if somewhat challenging. Students in this case study viewed the pedagogies
featured in interdisciplinary coursework as authentic to the work environment, which offers a relatively
novel finding to this research field. Students’ main perceived challenges were generally language and
knowledge barriers, as is expected in diverse cohorts and reflected in past studies. In terms of whether
there were differences in students’ perceptions between broad incoming disciplinary backgrounds,
we found very little preliminary evidence. We did observe, however, some possible distinction in
terms of value of teamwork activities. Our results show a picture of students’ perceptions within a
case study and must be treated with caution due to the sample size and self-selected cohort. In saying
that, our case study does support some findings of a small but growing body of research on students’
perceptions across other courses and disciplinary domains.

In the following sections, we first provide context for the discussion. We then explore each of
the research sub-questions, beginning with the possible differences between disciplinary subgroup
perceptions, moving through to the perceived benefits of interdisciplinary coursework, then perceptions
of common pedagogy and on to students’ perceived challenges. The discussion concludes by detailing
the limitations and implications of this case study.

4.1. Context for the Discussion

Higher education programs in sustainability are becoming more prevalent and more
interdisciplinary. Friedow [2] cites a 2009 report showing over half of the 400 American Association
of Colleges and University member institutions surveyed were undergoing reform to include more
interdisciplinary curricula. In 2016, Millar [3], too, stated that “[Australian] universities are increasingly
offering interdisciplinary subjects and programmes as an alternative to or alongside disciplinary
subjects” (p. 471). Sustainability degrees are also increasingly incorporating additional disciplinary
areas, such as business, finance, policy and law. Furthermore, these degrees are accepting much more
diverse student cohorts in terms of disciplinary background, especially at the postgraduate level.
Previous research of such highly integrated programs has often focused on educators’ perspectives,
course design or institutional barriers. While those elements are important, less focus has been given
to exploring students’ perceptions and learning experiences. Considering the dearth of literature on
students’ perspectives, we were interested in how students from different backgrounds experienced
and perceived interdisciplinary training. Specifically, what are the perceived educational challenges,
benefits and preferred pedagogical approaches of a diverse student cohort enrolled in a highly
integrated sustainability degree? Is interdisciplinary instruction accessible to students from a range of
incoming disciplinary backgrounds, and why? This case study thereby acknowledges the importance
of students’ voices in deepening our understanding of how complex interdisciplinary instruction is
perceived and provides students a platform to participate in this discourse.

Students’ views in the present program on interdisciplinary education largely aligned with
previous studies reporting cognitive benefits, such as expanded worldviews, cross-sector knowledge
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and critical thinking. In the current case study, however, we identified a stronger emphasis from
students on skills and awareness relevant to sustainability careers and finding solutions to sustainability
problems. Students’ main perceived challenges were also largely typical of previous studies and
involved confusion with rapidly learning new disciplines and disciplinary lexicons. Other reported
obstacles were the assumption of some level of relevant incoming knowledge and disciplinary clashes
in perspectives. This case study importantly shows, however, that these challenges were not necessarily
considered insurmountable by students in the sample. Rather, the challenges were perceived as
an authentic reflection of the realities of their future professional practice. In brief, students from
diverse disciplinary backgrounds reported similar educational benefits, challenges and pedagogical
preferences, with the possible exception of valuing teamwork. Overall, diverse students within the MES
perceived highly interdisciplinary coursework to be valuable, accessible and relevant to their future
careers in sustainability. These findings may also be meaningful for similar highly interdisciplinary
degrees and training in other fields.

4.2. Disciplinary Background Did Not Appear to Substantially Affect Students’ Perceptions of
Interdisciplinary Education

Students from a vast variety of disciplinary backgrounds in this case study reported similar
perceived challenges and benefits of highly interdisciplinary coursework, as well as pedagogical
preferences. These findings indicate that it is perhaps not necessary to tailor coursework to students’
incoming disciplines, as suggested by Warburton [33], who suspected that science students may require
specific support to assist their holistic and critical thinking for interdisciplinary learning more than
others. On the other hand, Feng [11] found that science students favored a highly interdisciplinary
sustainability program with units on “geography, chemistry, history, media, economics, administration,
engineering and architecture” (p. 38) more than humanities students. Scientific concepts and
worldviews felt somewhat inaccessible and unrelatable to humanities students in that study. Those
findings, however, were not observed in the present case study in the sense that STEMM and
non-STEMM students seemed to report similar views, noting our sample size limited statistical power.
In our case study, students from both STEMM and non-STEMM articulated similar obstacles and
collectively expressed that their desire to bridge disciplines enabled them to navigate and embrace
these challenges.

In general, the results of this case study align with other limited previous research, suggesting
that interdisciplinary curricula may be effective and appropriate for highly diverse learners spanning
STEMM and non-STEMM [24,32]. Burns [24] explored a similar highly interdisciplinary program,
diverse cohort and pedagogical approach to that of the present study. The program featured topics on
“food systems, alternative technology, financing, immigration, and resource management” (p. 168).
The author found that the program was effective for students’ interdisciplinary learning across different
year levels, disciplinary backgrounds and majors. Burns [24] further supported our findings that
pedagogical tools, such as reflection tasks, presenting multiple perspectives, and participatory and
experiential learning were generally effective for diverse student groups. Likewise, Noy et al. [32]
reported that similar generalized pedagogies were suitable for a broad range of students in an
undergraduate program blending “health, agriculture, research, business, property and environmental
advocacy” (p. 101). The authors found that group work, challenging students’ worldviews, peer
led learning and reflection tasks helped students from a range of disciplinary backgrounds to feel
more competent and confident in their future sustainability careers. The present case study supports
this small but growing body of literature on the perceptions, experiences and accessibility of highly
interdisciplinary training in sustainability. This body of studies is important due to the likely rise of
these programs in global higher education [3].

Since the aforementioned diverse cohorts of students shared common perceptions as the present
case study [24,32], highly interdisciplinary coursework appears to carry the benefits of a more nuanced
examination of sustainability issues without alienating disciplinary subgroups of students (at least
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within a self-selected sample). The general pedagogical approaches featured in the present case study
appeared valuable and accessible to students from a range of backgrounds, including STEMM and
non-STEMM. These findings suggest that as interdisciplinary programs integrate more disciplines
and welcome more diverse cohorts, generalized interdisciplinary coursework appears suitable from
the student perspective. Further studies focusing on different programs in sustainability and other
fields are still required. Our findings, however, when taken in concert with the aforementioned
literature, offer preliminary evidence to support interdisciplinary educators across a range of fields
to incorporate more domains in their programs. Similarly, these courses appear appropriate for
a broad range of students from STEMM and non-STEMM when paired with established and common
interdisciplinary pedagogies.

It is important to recognize that the seeming accessibility of these highly integrated degrees and
pedagogical approaches in the present study could also be an effect of using a self-selected cohort,
which is common in case studies. Namely, relative to the wider student population, students enrolled
in the MES course may carry more positive expectations of the program, see value in interdisciplinary
education and believe in their own abilities to perform well, in line with Eccles’ expectancy-value
theory [53]. Using self-selected cohorts is nevertheless beneficial for exploring authentic students’
perceptions and informing course design for future students who enroll in such programs. To tease
out any potential effect of this case-based sampling method, future studies could build on our
preliminary findings by surveying perceptions of interdisciplinary education on non-self-selected
cohorts. Future research could also include multiple interdisciplinary programs with highly diverse
cohorts to understand the transferability of our results to a wider range of students who explicitly
choose these programs.

While there were no major differences in responses between STEMM and non-STEMM subgroups
in the present case study, we observed a small statistical difference in relation to the value of teamwork
as a pedagogical tool. Specifically, there was a possible trend for students from mixed prior degrees
and non-STEMM backgrounds towards valuing interdisciplinary teamwork more than those from
STEMM. The broader literature offers some evidence that interdisciplinary collaboration and teamwork
activities may polarize students in this way [54–57]. In terms of double versus single incoming degrees,
Williams et al. [56] found that health professions students undertaking double degrees produced
higher mean scores on teamwork and collaboration items of the RIPLS survey (which our survey
instrument was based upon) than those from single degrees. Regarding the influence of disciplinary
backgrounds, studies have found that highly specialized and siloed medical students seem more
averse to interdisciplinary teamwork and collaboration than those from nutrition and nursing [54,57].
These findings suggest that students’ perceptions of relevance and or exposure to interdisciplinarity
may influence perceived value. Relating this to our findings, perhaps students from mixed/double
degrees valued interdisciplinary collaboration more highly as a result of prior exposure to two styles
of education. Further, STEMM students may have potentially felt that team-working skills were
less important than other learning outcomes typically valued in their home disciplines, such as
individual knowledge acquisition [58]. In which case, disciplinary factors such as faculty culture,
preferred pedagogy, “academic elitism” and/or a strongly siloed approach in students’ prior degrees
may potentially be at play [59]. Other factors may also impact the perceived value of teamwork.
For example, while we did not assess the influence of professional experience on students’ views,
educators have informally reported that students with professional sustainability experience perceive
higher teamwork value due to greater awareness of work-relevance. Thus, factors such as previous
experience in teamwork, a focus on knowledge sharing, extent of specialization and common learning
activities in prior degrees may have influenced students’ value of interdisciplinary collaboration and
teamwork. Encouragingly, though, our case study suggests that, in general, previous learning is not
a major factor in perceptions of common interdisciplinary pedagogy. Further research with a larger
sample is, however, needed to clarify any possible disciplinary influences on students’ perceptions of
teamwork and how this may impact interdisciplinary learning and course design more generally.
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To summarize, the findings of this case study, when considered in concert with others, suggest that
interdisciplinary instruction is perceived as accessible to students from a suite of incoming disciplinary
backgrounds across STEMM and non-STEMM. As such, students who choose this type of training may
be able to readily learn and carry sustainability principles into industries as diverse as fashion through
to engineering.

4.3. Students Cited Career Relevance, Expanded Knowledge and Perspectives, and Confidence in Envisioning
Sustainability Solutions as Major Benefits

This case study found that the reported overarching benefits of interdisciplinary education
were perceptions of: (1) career relevance, including development of cross-sector communication
and collaborative skills; (2) cognitive benefits such as critical thinking and nuanced worldviews;
(3) confidence in envisioning new and creative solutions to global issues more than perhaps would
have been possible in traditional monodisciplinary contexts.

In terms of professional development, this study unearthed a strong focus by students on
preparation for their future careers as well as readying themselves to drive solutions to the big issues
of our time. This may be a reflection of the current climate whereby younger people are expressing
great concern for environment and sustainability issues through youth activism and dissent [60].
A recent Deloitte Global [61] report suggested that environment and sustainability were the major
concerns for millennials and generation Zs, with careers and job security a second major concern. Given
this dual focus, it is perhaps understandable that careers and solutions to sustainability issues were
common themes in this case study. Students perceived the development of employability skills and
interprofessional relationships in terms of their aptitude for communication, stakeholder engagement,
interprofessional networking and confidence to work in pluralistic sustainability careers. Thus,
becoming a boundary-spanner or T-shaped professional, with breadth and transferability plus depth and
expertise [62], appeared important to students in this sample to succeed as a sustainability practitioner.

The broader literature in both interdisciplinary environmental [63] and health professions [64]
education supports our findings that students see career benefits from learning in heterogenous
classrooms. Namely, students perceived the improvement of communication skills and opportunities
to build interprofessional relationships. To illustrate, Moslemi et al. [63] found that interdisciplinary
education gave postgraduate science students valuable opportunities to collaborate and communicate
with peers in other departments. Likewise, Michalec et al. [64] found that health professions students
enjoyed socializing and working with peers in other disciplines, importantly seeing professional gain.
Taken together, cross-sector learning environments seem to offer students opportunities to refine their
communication skills, build self-confidence, deepen their understanding and appreciation of other
professions, and network with future professionals in related fields. All of these attributes represent
the industry-relevant competencies that employers look for in modern graduates [21] and speak to the
benefits of disciplinarily diverse cohorts. These findings collectively suggest that a range of student
backgrounds within a cohort is not necessarily an issue, although it can require patience and navigating
clashes in perspectives, echoed in the present and existing studies [11,32,65].

Interestingly, these findings mirror those from some studies of short, dedicated careers workshops.
For instance, Sarkar et al. [22] found that undergraduate students valued careers workshops for
similarly providing professional networking opportunities. Interdisciplinary training could, therefore,
provide comparable networking opportunities to extracurricular careers workshops that often cost
time and resources to attend. In fact, learning in diverse classrooms for the length of a degree, such
as the MES, arguably provides students even more opportunities than add-on careers workshops
for authentic cross-sector relationship building necessary for the UN SDG 17: Partnerships for the
Goals [42]. These employability and networking opportunities may be one reason that students of
the present case study felt that the benefits of interdisciplinary instruction would persist into their
professional lives.
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Engaging with novel disciplinary knowledge and perspectives within the program in the present
case study was also viewed by students as providing cognitive benefits useful for finding sustainability
solutions. Specifically, students reported that their problem-solving and critical thinking skills could
be boosted by prompts to examine the advantages and limitations of students’ home disciplines,
find connections between various domains and reflect on their learning journeys. Our findings here
align with other studies on students’ perceptions. Melding a high variety of knowledge domains
and perspectives in education has been found to increase students’ perceived appreciation and
critical understanding of the interrelated nature of sustainability issues [19,24,32,66]. For example,
a study by Eastwood et al. [66] showed that students gained quantifiable cognitive benefits from
undertaking an interdisciplinary undergraduate major (covering topics on environment, ecology,
human health and disease). The authors studied students on various career paths and backgrounds
across healthcare, business, psychology and law. Interdisciplinary students showed more sophisticated
levels of reasoning with socio-scientific issues and tended to incorporate more varied perspectives
into their decision making than monodisciplinary biology students. Thus, interdisciplinary training
appears to encourage the development of cognitive skills, such as critical and systems thinking more
than traditional monodisciplinary programs. These outcomes could arguably be further pronounced
in more highly integrated degrees, such as the MES, given the breadth of topics learned. Students’ of
the present case study, across STEMM, non-STEMM and mixed prior degree backgrounds, appeared
to recognize these benefits and directly compared them to their previous monodisciplinary degrees.
These insights were encapsulated in the following responses:

I more or less had only one way of thinking about the environment because my undergrad
was very specific to a field of study but now my perspective has broadened. —STEMM,
woman, first year, International Development and Environment

Learning through other disciplines has made me appreciate aspects that I may never have
had the ability to experience in a single discipline. —non-STEMM, woman, second year,
Environmental Security

Normally with a specific background we tend to think only one-way but surrounded
with different background you open your mind. —STEMM, woman, second year,
Environmental Security

4.4. Students Valued Pedagogical Approaches Focused on Cross-Sector Communication, Critical Thinking and
Real World Simulations

The benefits of interdisciplinary education seem to come from certain pedagogical tools, which
educators working in sustainability and a range of other fields may take advantage of. Students
in the present case study reportedly valued experiential learning through real world problem- and
project-based tasks. Examples of these experiential tasks include drafting policy documents and
examining case studies [33], field visits [24], consultancy projects with industry and government,
and internships [27]. Experiential learning tasks are thought to aid critical thinking and confidence
in problem solving [28], both of which students in the present case study mentioned as benefits of
interdisciplinary education. Additionally, students tended to report that educator led learning was
more effective than peer led learning for their cross-disciplinary knowledge acquisition, in alignment
with a recent meta-analysis [67]. Students in the present case study, instead, appeared to value peer
interactions and collaboration more for refining their cross-sector communication and engagement
skills (previously explored in Section 4.3). Reflection tasks were another pedagogic tool that the present
cohort valued for further developing their critical thinking and integrating their interdisciplinary
learning. (Noting that a handful of responses mentioned that assessed reflections may feel somewhat
contrived or ineffective.) These benefits of reflection tasks are well documented in the broader literature,
especially the opportunities afforded for students to contemplate their learning journey [19], assess
knowledge claims [68], challenge assumptions and develop thoughtful arguments [69]. Students
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cited such benefits in the present study often in relation to authentic professional practice and career
applicability. As such, the present case study supports the value of these common pedagogical tools to
impart interdisciplinary learning and boost students’ confidence to work in sustainability professions.

4.5. Students’ Main Perceived Challenges Were Language and Knowledge Barriers, While Noting
Career Relevance

Unsurprisingly, as with any other educational program and learning experience, students within
the MES perceived some learning challenges. Some respondents in this case study reported that
interdisciplinary coursework may be confusing at times and there was an assumption of a certain
level of incoming relevant knowledge. These findings are supported in the literature regarding
interdisciplinary pedagogy [11,70]. Such confusion and disorientation are, however, not necessarily
downfalls of interdisciplinary education per se. Instead this phenomenon represents a well-documented
natural state arising from operating between traditional lines of thought [2], challenging one’s own
worldviews and assumptions [71], and re-evaluating one’s academic identity [72] in interdisciplinary
learning contexts. Scholars also suspect that confusion may come about during thematic [24] and
experiential learning [73]. This confusion may occur when students are required to undertake
their own independent synthesis of knowledge across novel domains or use skills and knowledge
they may not have acquired yet [70]. This difficulty may specifically occur during problem- and
project-based learning tasks that simulate the complexity of authentic conundrums without simple
textbook answers [73]. Friedow [2] explored how the discomfort and uncertainty associated with such
learning approaches may be a beneficial pathway to learning, if well contextualized and explained as a
learning approach. These potential obstacles during interdisciplinary learning may also arise from
educators’ use of discipline-specific jargon and lexicons, especially when the language of instruction
is a foreign language for the student [11]. Students with non-cognate and linguistically diverse
backgrounds may therefore be disadvantaged in interdisciplinary programs if educators do not account
for these challenges. To address these potential issues, educators could use scaffolding [74]—for
example, by embedding research workshops into curricula to help students locate new information.
Offering well clarified assignment templates and plain language rubrics could also help introduce
students to novel disciplinary conventions and expectations [75]. Explicitly conveying the value of
discomfort and uncertainty around learning to navigate and integrate disciplines may also be valuable.
There is some evidence, however, from the present case study to suggest that self-selected students
may already appreciate this.

Indeed, this case study found that students, at least from our sample, do recognize the benefits
and authenticity of the challenges that interdisciplinary education presents. Our preliminary findings
suggest that such diverse student groups perceive the aforementioned challenges as mirroring
the authentic difficulties of becoming a boundary spanning sustainability professional. Indeed,
this sample of students recognized the context of the complex nature of sustainability issues and
the professional challenges of developing cross-sector partnerships for achieving the SDGs [42].
Employment opportunities in sustainability will inevitably present graduates with uncertainties, a
diverse network of stakeholders, sector specific communication styles and information to grapple
with [76]. One respondent in the present study elegantly captured this, summarizing the benefits of
learning to find innovative solutions and engage in cross-sector collaboration:

Working with different people and learning from them [will enable] me to think that problems
require different ideas to get solved. This, in future careers could be a beneficial pathway to
already have an experience in dealing and working with a range of stakeholders. —STEMM,
man, second year, Environment and Governance

In summary, in line with a small but growing body of literature, students of the present case
study reportedly valued interdisciplinary coursework for expanding their knowledge, worldviews and
cognitive skills (i.e., problem solving, decision-making, critical thinking, lifelong learning and holistic
perspectives), as well as for career readiness (i.e., communication, team-working and collaboration).
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These benefits seemed to build students’ confidence in envisioning and working towards authentic
complex sustainability solutions. Indeed, this desire for professional breadth and depth, and skill in
approaching complexity, is said to be generally lacking in modern graduates and highly desirable
to employers [21]. Further studies of other cohorts are required to understand the transferability of
our findings to other types of training and student groups, and to explore mechanisms or causes
behind students’ perceptions. Our preliminary findings do, however, mirror a limited number of
similar past studies while also introducing ideas around authentic learning contexts and career impact.
These elements are worth exploring further in future studies since graduates will be confronted
with a complexity of professional roles, interactions and information in sustainability and leadership.
Interdisciplinary learning is additionally seen by the UN as an important foundation for students’
careers [23,42]. The present case study suggests that students also recognized this and reportedly
value the challenge of learning new fields and upskilling rapidly through them. Our preliminary
findings may encourage course designers from a range of fields to present students with more diverse
disciplinary knowledge and perspectives as well as career-related framing of this type of learning. In
doing so, educators could help deepen students’ engagement with and appreciation of the challenges
of interdisciplinarity while benefiting students’ relevant employability and cognitive skills. These
findings may additionally support interdisciplinary educators generally to dedicate space and time for
cross-disciplinary peer interactions to foster budding relationships, both professional and academic.

4.6. Limitations

Like many previous case studies, the present case study was subject to limitations. Firstly, the
sample population was relatively small (61 students) and a self-selected cohort who had enrolled in
the MES program. While this study did focus on one cohort, some of the findings are supported by
previous studies of other courses, suggesting their possible transferability. Additionally, comparable
self-selected cohort sizes also feature in similar studies within health professions education [77–79]
and sustainability education [32]. Attrition in response rates along the survey and the sample size
also meant we were only able to preliminarily indicate possible trends in the perceptions of students
from different disciplinary backgrounds. Larger studies are needed to investigate these possible trends
further. Furthermore, the scope of this case study did not include a comparison of other potentially
influential demographic factors, such as age, specialization or stream, professional experience, cultural
and linguistic backgrounds—for example, English as a foreign language and cross-cultural factors
would be expected to amplify challenges of learning in an interdisciplinary setting [80,81]. The study
response rate was also relatively low and, therefore, response and non-response biases may be present.
We note, however, that gaining a general view of how all students in this particular course responded to
interdisciplinary education was not the purpose of the case study. Instead, we focused on preliminarily
exploring how students from diverse backgrounds within a highly interdisciplinary program perceived
and experienced this type of coursework. We endeavored to assist educators to enhance programs in
this rapidly growing space for students who choose this form of education. This sampling method and
study design was, therefore, fit for purpose in achieving this aim.

5. Conclusions

The present preliminary case study explored the experiences and perceptions of a diverse
postgraduate sample enrolled in a highly interdisciplinary sustainability program (MES). The MES
coursework melds a wide range of disciplines including arts, science, sustainable development,
business and economics, international development, governance and policy. Given that research on
interdisciplinary coursework tends to focus on educators’ viewpoints, this case study instead offers an
insight into how diverse student cohorts perceive these new and emerging highly interdisciplinary
programs. A major strength of this case study was in surveying students across a broad range of
incoming disciplinary backgrounds, from fashion through to engineering.
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Almost all respondents in this case study reportedly appreciated interdisciplinary education
for expanding their knowledge, skills and perspectives. Interdisciplinary coursework was valued
for boosting students’ confidence in building their future careers and ability to drive solutions to
major sustainability issues. Further, interdisciplinary training appeared to be accessible to students
from a range of incoming degrees. While students perceived some challenges associated with rapidly
upskilling into new domains, students often saw these challenges as authentic to becoming a boundary
spanning sustainability practitioner. The mechanisms behind students’ perceptions, however, were
not explicitly explored in this study and require further investigation. Although the results presented
here may simply reflect the particulars of the case study, our findings were often supported by other
research. We did observe, however, a stronger focus on careers and envisioning sustainability solutions
in the present study than found in previous research. This case study contributes to the small but
growing body of literature suggesting that such highly interdisciplinary coursework is accessible and
empowering to future sustainability leaders across a wide spectrum of disciplines (i.e., STEMM and
non-STEMM). Interdisciplinary educators from other fields, such as health professions, may also be
encouraged to include more diverse domains and student cohorts in their programs when using similar
pedagogical approaches.
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